
!!!!!!! !!
Silent Auction Items!!!

Item number: - 1          No-name fly fishing tech vest and backpack combo with a 
Carp Slam T-Shirt.       !!
Donor:   Discount Tackle    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $120 - !
Starting bid:  $30!
         This vest and backpack combo could solve the problem of your overloaded 50 
pound fishing vest. Buying a new vest will force you to chuck the stuff you never use 
while giving you a new pouch on the back for your gourmet bag lunches. Plaid shirt not 
included. Carp Slam T-Shirt included.!
     !
Ask Ronnie Crawford <falconcentral@gmail.com> for more information about this 
item. !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!



.!
Item number: - 2          Wall Plaque 7x23 - The Best Way to a Fisherman’s Heart is 
through his Fly. Buy it now for the approximate retail price.       !!
Donor:   Ronnie Crawford    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $35 - !
Starting bid:  $15!
      Do you have a spot in your cabin or your heart for this fine plaque?!!
Ask Ronnie Crawford <falconcentral@gmail.com> for more information about this 
item. !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!

.!
Item number: - 3          Custom made G. Carrier (Portland, OR) 2 piece 7’ bamboo 
rod.  Line weight 4-5.  2 top sections, aluminum rod tube.       !!
Donor:   Mike Hobbs    !
Approximate Retail Price:  Unkn - !
Starting bid:  $150!
     Do you have a bamboo rod? Well why not!! You need at least one. When your 
buddies are going bamboo rodding for brookies and cutts will you go along with your 
lame graphite rod? I don’t think so. This is you chance.  Buy it.!!
Ask Mike Hobbs <mhobbsco@gmail.com> for more information about this item. !!



--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!

� !
Item number: - 4          Westin   Riverfront Resort & Spa at Beaver Creek - 2 Nights 
Studio w/kitchenette - Sleeps 4 Must be used by November 14th 2014. Fishing 
rights to Eagle River right outside the  resort.  FEATURE ITEM !!!!
     !
Donor:   Mark Starosciak    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $400 - !
Starting bid:  $200!
     The Westin Beaver Creek Resort is very proud to announce it has been honored by 
Condé Nast Traveler as the #2 Western Resort for 2013. Additionally, The Westin 
Riverfront has earned numerous awards since it opened, including being named on 
Condé Nast Traveler's "Hot List 2009" as one of the 140 hottest new resorts worldwide, 
as well as ranked 2nd in the "10 Best Snow Resorts for Families 2010" by Parents 
magazine. !!
Flyfishing. The Eagle River starts up near Leadville and flows through Minturn all the 
way to the Colorado river. The fishing on this river can be excellent for  brown, rainbow, 
brook and cutthroats that exist in the river. Mid summer and fall can be some of the best 
times to catch larger trout on streamers, nymphs and dries. Access to the river is easy 
and it is not difficult to find some water that looks fishy.  Bring an assortment of flies as 
the fish can be set on patterns and if you can find the right flies, you’ll have a great day 
of fishing.  With numerous hatches and access points, the Eagle River is a great place 
to fish.!!



!
Hiking.  To clear up any possible doubts in your mind, if you are visiting Colorado and 
seeking beautiful pristine places, then the wilderness areas here will satisfy your soul. 
Splendid beauty, miles and miles of quiet scenic trails. Imagine sitting next to a 
wilderness waterfall, an occasional humid mist dampening your face, you look up at the 
sheer valley  walls above, so steep and rugged it feels like a place no one has been 
before. Head right out our back door to Beaver Creek Mountain for a variety of trails for 
beginners and for those who are more adventurous.  Or you can access the trailheads 
for Colorado Fourteeners by car.  Our concierge team will provide you with trailmaps. !!!
Spa. The Westin Riverfront's Spa Anjali - named the #4 Resort Spa in the U.S. for 2012 
by the readers of Condé Nast Traveler  - offers signature treatments inspired by the 
healing traditions from the mountains, specifically the Rockies, Alps and Himalayas. 
Unique services include the Red Clover and Mountain Honey Body Mask, the Moor Mud 
Wrap and the Himalayan Journey to Serenity day package.  !!!!
Ask Mark Starosciak <mark.starosciak@gmail.com> for more information about this 
item. !!!!!



--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!
.!

Item number: - 5          Overnight Fly Tying Kit - Vise, LED light, and tool travel 
pouch.       !
Donor:   Colorado Anglers Supply    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $70 - !
Starting bid:  $20!
     Until you are on the stream you really don’t know what fly you need. But when you 
get back to the car at noon or the lodge at the end of the day you know exactly what you 
did not bring. But if you are the lucky bidder you will have a travel fly tying kit. All you 
have to add is a couple feathers, some dryer lint, hooks, dog hair, paint brush bristles, 
and christmas tinsel and you are ready for anything. !!
Ask John Davenport <john.davenport.mac@mac.com> for more information about 
this item. !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!



!

.!

Item number: - 6          2 -SIgned and numbered Cutthroat Prints       !
Donor:   Jeff Black    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $125 each - !
Starting bid:  $60!
     For your office to remind you where you’d rather be. One Greenback and one Rio 
Grande cutthroat. Top bidder get their choice. 2nd highest gets what’s left. You are 
bidding for one print. If you want them both, put in two outrageous bids.!!
Ask Jeff black <JBlack@Summitutilitiesinc.com> for more information about this 
item. !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!



.!
Item number: - 7          Canvas and Cocktails - 1 Class before 8/2015       !
Donor:   Brittney Wilson    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $45 - !
Starting bid:  $20!
     Bid on this class and discover your inner VanGogh.!!
Ask Jeff black <JBlack@Summitutilitiesinc.com> for more information about this 
item. !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!!!



.!
Item number: - 8          Titan Rod Vault  - FEATURE ITEM !!!!     !!
Donor:   Titan Rod Vaults    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $500 - !
Starting bid:  $250!!
     The Titan Rod Vault is a ‘must have’ for every angler! The Titan Rod Vault, 
made of aircraft grade aluminum and polycarbonate, has proven its strength and 
durability time and time again. The Titan Rod Vault secures up to three FULLY 
RIGGED Rods and Reels (10 feet in length). This design allows anglers to ready 
their rods prior to their adventure. When they arrive at their destination they just 
have to unload and go. The Titan Rod Vault works with almost all vehicle roof rack 
systems. The rod vault secures to the roof rack by 4 clamps, each can be padlocked 
for added security.	


Ask Chris Heublein <cdaddy@gmail.com> for more information about this item. !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
      

mailto:cdaddy@gmail.com


!!!

Item number: - 9          3 - Canvas Photo Prints of Carp Slam VIII logo - Top Three 
Bidders get one each.  Buy it now for the Retail Price.       !
Donor:   Eric Hornung    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $50 - !
Starting bid:  $40!
     Remember this Carp Slam with a fine canvas print. !!
Ask Chris Heublein <cdaddy@gmail.com  for more information about this item. !
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item number: - 10          RepYourWater  XL  Carp T-Shirt !
     !
Donor:  RepYourWater!
      Just a couple exist. Latch on to one to remember the Carp Slam. Your workout 
buddies will be astounded. Great conversation starter at the BBQ, gym, or football 
game. Top bidder two  bidders gets one each.!
    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $27 - each!
Starting bid:  $10!
Ask Aaron Kindle<AKindle@tu.org> for more information about this item.     !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!

mailto:cdaddy@gmail.com
mailto:AKindle@tu.org


.!
Item number: - 11          Vapen Red 6wt. Rod from Redington       !
Donor:   Redington    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $350 - !
Starting bid:  $150!
     Even the most expensive sports cars don't have the saliva-starting aesthetics of the 
Redington 4-Piece Vapen Red Fly Rod. This sleek quartet of futuristic carbon fiber 
comes together to create a singularly sweet piece of fast-casting action when you're 
moving off small streams and into big bodies of water. Red where your hand holds the 
rod signifies a bold break from the norm, leaving cork behind.    Ribbons of high-density 
carbon fibers are first wrapped inside the blank and then counter-wrapped on the 
exterior of the blank to increase power, stability, and vibrational dampening. Firing 
sidearm loops under trees is surprisingly tight and clean, and striking the sweet spot 
some 50-60 feet is even easier. Load 'er up and toss a few bombs without sacrificing 
touch for power.   Instead of traditional cork handles, the Red reaches for the tech that 
has kept golfers grinning. Wrap your hand around the Winn non-slip polymer for a softer 
handle that doesn't get slippery or too hard to hold as the day wears on. Alignment dots 
take away any uncertainty when it's time to put together your angling weapon.!!!
Ask Aaron Kindle<AKindle@tu.org> for more information about this item. !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!

mailto:AKindle@tu.org


!
Item number: - 12          Original Carp watercolor.  !
     !
Donor:   Garrison Doctor  from RepYourWater!
     No, not painted by a carp.Bidder wins a Garrison Doctor original watercolor of a 
carp.!
    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $300 -   Starting bid:  $50!
     !!
Ask Aaron Kindle<AKindle@tu.org> for more information about this item. This is a 
representative of the painting. See originals on the auction table.!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!

mailto:AKindle@tu.org


!
Item number: - 13          Wright & McGill Plunge Fly Fishing Rod Collection     !
Donor:   Doug Long    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $ 150  !
Starting bid:  $75!
     A fine starter kit for a new fly angler. Don’t miss out.!!
Ask Doug Long doug@5stonead.com for more information about this item. !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!

mailto:doug@5stonead.com


.!
Item number: - 14          Exquisite Original Gyotaku Fish Rubbing        !
Donor:   Scott Wells    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $450 - !
Starting bid:  $150!
     Gyotaku is the ancient art of fish rubbings. Yes, very old, because fishing is a very 
old sport and fishermen have forever been liars. Fish rubbings are a very accurate way 
of recording the species and size of a catch, much better than hero shots along with 
their inevitable “hidden elbows.” The technique was invented by the Japanese for the 
same reason – it is a most ancient form of taxidermy. Who is this Scott Wells ? Scott is 
an angler, father, and husband residing in Centennial, Colorado. Scott fishes a lot. 
Probably too much. But he’s also a finish carpenter producing beautiful final touches on 
custom homes, and he creates all the beautiful Gyotaku art you see on this site. Read 
more about Scott Wells here : http://reelfishink.com/about/the-artist/!!!
Ask Scott Wells  urbanlumberinc@gmail.com for more information about this item. 
The photo above is a sample of Gyotaku. See the table for the actual item up for bid. !
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://reelfishink.com/about/the-artist/
mailto:urbanlumberinc@gmail.com


!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
Item number: - 15          Costa Sunglasses       !
Donor:   Comb Enterprises    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $300 - !
Starting bid:  $100!
     Bid on the best. If you only fish by sound you don’t need these but otherwise you do.!
 !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!

.!
Item number: - 16          2 tickets to Sold Out -Great American Beer Festival - 
Thursday 10/2       !
Donor:   Todd Fehr    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $150 - !
Starting bid:  $50!
     The Great American Beer Festival on October the 2nd isn’t sold out for you if you win 
these two tickets.!!
Ask Todd Fehr <tfehr@developmentinsight.com> for more information about this 
item. !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!
.!
Item number: - 17         2  Tickets to DU Hockey - Boston College on 10/31       !
Donor:   Todd Fehr  !
Approximate Retail Price:  $100 - !
Starting bid:  $30!
     Exciting hockey right here at University of Denver against Boston College. Oct 31st.!
Ask Todd Fehr <tfehr@developmentinsight.com> for more information about this 
item. !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
.!!

mailto:tfehr@developmentinsight.com
mailto:tfehr@developmentinsight.com


� !
Item number: - 18       Map Box Print by Artist Dolan Geiman -Mixed Media Fine Art          !
Donor:   Todd Fehr    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $300 - !
Starting bid:  $100!
     Dolan Geiman is a nationally recognized mixed media artist creating original 
paintings, collages, constructions, and limited-edition reproductions. Produced from 
salvaged wood, found objects, and other recycled materials, Geiman's eco-friendly 
artwork emerges from a folk art tradition infused with a contemporary, urban style. 
Originally from Virginia's Shenandoah Valley, summers were spent in the George 
Washington National Forest where his father worked and later where Geiman worked 
after college. To this day, nature's flora and fauna remains a major source of inspiration 
to Geiman's work. An avid outdoorsman, Geiman enjoys hiking, fly fishing, and bird 
watching and contributes a portion of all art sales to the conservation of nature. His 
Colorado Blue Jay collage was selected as the featured artwork for the 2014 
commemorative poster for the Cherry Creek Arts Festival  in Denver, CO. !!
Ask Todd Fehr <tfehr@developmentinsight.com> for more information about this 
item. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!



Item number: - 19     Tim Romano mounted fine art trout photograph.           !
Donor:   Tim Romano    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $300 - !
Starting bid:  $150!
     Fine arts photographer Tim Romano has conspired to convince his wife and family 
that in order to produce more and better work he must essentially tackle his vices head-
on in the field of play. This hard-earned license to roam has led to assignments in 
Alaska, Chile, Argentina, New Zealand, Russia, Bahamas, Mexico, British Columbia, 
and extensively in the US. Tim is a frequent contributor to Field & Stream, and co-writes 
that magazine’s fly fishing blog, “http://www.fieldandstream.com/blogs/flytalk.” He is also 
the managing editor of Angling Trade Magazine (the business publication for the Fly 
Fishing Industry), a contributing editor for MidCurrent, as well a Photo emeritus of the 
highly regarded publication The Fly Fish Journal. His artwork is part of the permanent 
collections at Lake Forest College, Photo Americas Portland, Instituto de Artes de 
Medellin, Colombia, and the University of Colorado, Boulder.!!
Ask Aaron Kindle for more information about this item. The photo above is a sample 
of Romano’s work. See the table for the actual item up for bid. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!



�
Item number: - 20    .   Umpqua box of custom tied carp flies by Ty Clifton        !!
Donor:   Ty Clifton    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $130 - !
Starting bid:  $50!
     Ty tied flies score carp on the Denver South Platte. You need these flies.!!
Ask Ty Clifton troutbum_19@yahoo.com for more information about this item. The 
photo above is a sample of Carp Flies.  See the table for the actual item up for bid. 

mailto:troutbum_19@yahoo.com


� !!
Item number: - 21    .  Sage Xi3 9 ft 11 wt.        !!
Donor:   Trouts Fly Fishing    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $500 - !
Starting bid:  $250!!
 Tremendous leveraging and lifting power for that large fish. Amberjack, cobia, 
king salmon, golden dorado, shark, taiman, red fish, tarpon, rooster fish, and wahoo. 
Perfect for that trip to Bolivia, Louisiana, Guyana, the Bahamas, Alaska, or Mongolia. 
You don’t have to borrow Mike Hobb’s 11 weight. You can take your own, finally.!
! Picking up 60-70’ of fly line, re-directing it accurately, and presenting the fly 
immediately to swiftly moving fish is a tactic every angler must have. When changing 
direction with the rod under load, the angler needs the rod to resist torsion. When the 
rod recovers from the load quickly, it allows the angler to redirect the cast more 
accurately. This is your chance to have a Sage of your own in the house. !

! This Sage Xi3 was originally priced at $795 until a new model was released just 
last month.!

!  The photo above is a representation of the Xi3.  See the table for the 
actual item up for bid. 



Item number: - 22      4 tickets to Denver Nuggets Basketball           !
Donor:   Kroenke Sports & Entertainment!
Approximate Retail Price:  $100 - !
Starting bid:  $30!
     Certificate for tickets to exciting Nuggets Professional Basketball at the Pepsi Center.  !!
Ask Chris Heublein <cdaddy@gmail.com> for more information about this item. !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!
!

!  

!  

Item number: - 23    .  Gift Certificate to Guard and Grace Steakhouse        !!
Donor:   Guard and Grace    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $100 - !
Starting bid:  $50!
     A 9,000 square foot modern American steakhouse by Chef/Owner Troy Guard and 
TAG Restaurant Group with an emphasis on wood-fired dishes.!

Ask Clem Rinehart about this item.!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!

mailto:cdaddy@gmail.com


Items - 24 to 31                                           Donor:   Lilypond and Fishpond  !
Ask Aaron Kindle for more information about this item. !

Item Retail Minimum Bid
24 Silver Sky Shoulder Bag $110 $50

25 Sunflower Tote $110 $55

26 Rainshower Shoulder Bag- 
Waxed Canvas

$100 $50

27 Magnolia Shoulder Bag $80 $40

28 Westwater Rolling Carry-On $280 $140

29 Westwater Large Zipper 
Duffel

$200 $100

�

�

�

�

�

�



--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!
Item 32     DONOR: Char Bloom  Distinctive Fishing Apparel for Women!

!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!

30 Wildhorse Tech Pack $230 $115

31 Westwater Dog Bed, Leash, 
and Travel Water Bowl!!
Dog not included.

$125 $60

Item Retail Minimum Bid

�

�

32 Sand/ Raspberry Women’s 
Adult Vest!!
Exchange possible!
contact: 
char@charbloom.com

$120 $50

33 Toddler’s Vest !!
exchange possible:!
char@charbloom.com 

$40 $20

�

�

mailto:char@charbloom.com
mailto:char@charbloom.com


Item #: - 34    4 Panel Print  by Artist Dolan Geiman - Fine Art          !
Donor:   Todd Fehr    !
Approximate Retail Price:  $200 - !
Starting bid:  $100!
     Dolan Geiman is a nationally recognized mixed media artist creating original 
spaintings, collages, constructions, and limited-edition reproductions. Produced from 
salvaged wood, found objects, and other recycled materials, Geiman's eco-friendly 
artwork emerges from a folk art tradition infused with a contemporary, urban style. 
Originally from Virginia's Shenandoah Valley, summers were spent in the George 
Washington National Forest where his father worked and later where Geiman worked 
after college. To this day, nature's flora and fauna remains a major source of inspiration 
to Geiman's work. An avid outdoorsman, Geiman enjoys hiking, fly fishing, and bird 
watching and contributes a portion of all art sales to the conservation of nature. His 
Colorado Blue Jay collage has been selected as the featured artwork for the 2014 
commemorative poster for the Cherry Creek Arts Festival  in Denver, CO. !!
Ask Todd Fehr <tfehr@developmentinsight.com> for more information about this 
item!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
Item #: - 35    41 World Famous Designer Carp Flies         !
Donor:   Catch Fly Fishing     !
Approximate Retail Price:  $200- !
Starting bid:  $100!
     CATCH is a world leader in designing innovative 
carp flies. This selection of 41 unique Designer Carp 
Flies has never been assembled before (to our 
knowledge.) If you are a REAL carp stalker you know 
how priceless a collection like this can be. No other 
company has dedicated itself like CATCH to the carp 
fly fisherman.  Carpe Carp!!
The Official Fly Sponsor of Carp Slam VIII 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------

mailto:tfehr@developmentinsight.com

